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although the text concentrates on the lives and influences
of the grandfathers solomon mack and asael smith some
attention is devoted to the grandmothers lydia gates mack
and mary duty smith thus dispelling any fears of male
chauvinism alongside biographical information concerning
all four of the prophet s grandparents the author has in-
cluded two chapters on the writings of joseph s grandfathers
as well as a chapter containing a family history

mechanically the book is without flaw clearly and log-
ically organized it is also an attractive volume well bound
and handsomely illustrated it brings credit to both author
and publisher of particular value are the maps which are
unusually clear and professionally executed

although generally well written the book is not without
fault the title raises false hopes only one small segment
of joseph smith s new england heritage is presented one
would hope that more of the heritage would follow in other
volumes reprinting so much material a majority of which
is available elsewhere raises serious doubts concerning its
purpose and value clearly more justification is needed to
explain the inclusion of 66 pages of reprinted material in a
total text of 159 pages

on balance however it is an excellent book richard
lloyd anderson has succeeded in cleaning up a family record
besmirched by historical mudslinging he convinces his read-
ers that joseph smith and his parents matured under intense
exposure to moral responsibility unselfishness personal te-
nacity intellectual awareness and intelligent sinceretysinceritysincerety

GEOFFREY ASHE THOR HEYERDAHL HELGE INGSTAD J V
LUCE BETTY J MEGGERS AND BIRGITTA L WALLACE the
quest for america london pall mall press 1971 298 ppap
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reviewed by john L sorenson professor of anthropology
at brigham young university dr sorenson who is a
specialist on cultural theory mesoamericaMeso america and social struc-
ture of the social sciences has published widely in pro-
fessionalfess ional and church journals

in his introduction geoffrey ashe says this book will
have served its purpose if it defines the problems and sug
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gestsbests how researches which are not yet scientific may become
so this is a worthwhile aim but it cannot be said to have
been carried out adequately by the six authors of its various
sections yet the volume has some interest for LDS readers

excellent scholarship is evident in ashe s own treatment
of the speculations of the old world about a dimly known
america in open minded but not incautious fashion he con-
siders speculations of the classical world eg atlantis and
of the middle ages with emphasis on the st brendan leg-
end luce covers some of the same topics from the point of
view of navigation and cartography rather than legend his
discussion of egyptian phoenician greek and roman voyag-
ing and cartography are sound though brief the caution of
both ashe and luce for example luce is not persuaded by
cyrus gordon s claims for the parahybaParahyba stone from brazil
may make the general reader somewhat impatient to get on to
the more romantic speculations in some of the later articles

helge ingstad s piece on norse explorers capably but
succinctly sets the stage for wallace s article surveying the
evidence in canada and the northeastern portion of the united
states for norse derived runic inscriptions artifacts and
sites little or no hard evidence is found except for the ing
stadsscads material from lanse aux meadows in northern new-
foundlandfound land which is discussed in the last of the three articles
on the norse many mormonscormons could learn a valuable lesson
in caution about the definition of a problem and the interpre-
tation of evidence relating to its solution by a careful reading
of these three articles ingstad argues his case for considering
the northern tip of newfoundland as the vinland of the
norse sagas yet indicates at least some of the reasons why
not all scholars accept this view

heyerdahl s two contributions are much less substantial
his isolationist or diffusionist discussion is framed in
terms which ignore the development of thought on cultural
processes which has gone on in the relevant disciplines in the
past generation his second article the bearded gods
speak is a brief rehash of some points made in his popular
books if anyone has failed to appreciate heyerdahl s one
significant contribution to science the demonstration that
simple technology was no bar to ocean crossing they will
pick it up there but the melange of cultural comparisons
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and speculations add nothing of substance as ashe almost ad-
mits in his conclusion appp 274278274 278

betty meggers s treatment of asiatic influences on the
major american cultures of early times is disappointing per-
haps because of its brevity had she treated the valdiviaia

ecuador and bomonjomonlomonpomon japan ceramic similarities more
carefully while attempting to meet some of the cogent ob-
jections which archaeologists have raised about her compari-
son the paper would have rested on sounder ground the
few artistic and architectural motifs she adduces in favor of
contacts between mesoamericaMesoamerica and east asia are not set in
context sufficiently to persuade many culture specialists of
their significance

the mormon position is referred to twice ashe s intro-
duction alludes briefly to joseph smith and the book of mor-
mon but begs off fuller consideration since the nature of the
prophets experience is outside our present scope then
heyerdahl observes in passing that religious sects in-
cluding the mormonscormonsMormons have made mystical claims which
have not furthered the diffusionist cause

if this book can be seen by LDS readers as ashe intended
it as an opening up of the problem of the quest for america
for scientific examination they will profit from reading
it unfortunately the predispositions of most such readers
reinforced by the manner in which parts of the volume are
written and illustrated is likely to lead them to conclude that
the issues are all settled the book is so handsome that it is
too bad it proves to have little enduring value

SAMUEL W TAYLOR nightfall at nauvoo new york the
macmillan company 1971 403 ppap 8958.95895

reviewed by neal E lambert associate professor of
english at brigham young university dr lambert has pub-
lished articles on mormonscormons and western literature in BYU
studies utah historical quarterly south dakota review
western american literature and american west

in this latest of several books based on the mormon ex-
perienceperience samuel taylor has perhaps aspired higher than in
any of his previous efforts his purpose is to tell the unique


